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Chambord
A venture into the forest, a connection betwen photography and faïence
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Georges Carillo

Assiette plate extra    (x4)
Dinner plate
Eßteller
Ø 26 cm         1848B4A426
10 1/4” dia 

Assiette canapés assortie (x 4)
Canape plate
Cocktailteller  
Ø 16,5 cm               1848B4BX01
6 1/2’’ dia    

Assiette dessert assortie  (x 4)
Dessert plate
Dessertteller
Ø 23,2 cm              1848B4AD26
9 1/8” dia 

Mug Stag          (x 1)
Mug    1848CMU148
Henkelbecher
25,5 cl. H 9,5 cm
8 5/8 oz. 3 3/4” h

Mug Hare           (x 1)
Mug    1848CMU248
Henkelbecher
25,5 cl. H 9,5 cm
8 5/8 oz. 3 3/4” h

Petit plateau assorti     (x 2)
Butter tray            
Butterplatte  
17,8 x 13,5 cm    1848C2P101
7’’ x 5 5/16”      

Assiette creuse         (x 4)
Rim soup
Teller tief
Ø 22,5 cm    1848B4AY26
8 7/8” dia 

1. Stag forest 2. Stag portrait

1. Woodcock 2. Duck

3. Pheasant

Coupe individuelle      (x4)
Cereal bowl
Obstschale      1848C04F26
Ø 17 cm. 35 cl  
6 11/16” dia. 7 2/3” oz. H 2”

Plat à cake                      (x 1)
Oblong serving tray
Königskuchenplatte
36 x 15,5 cm      
1848CPCA01

Plat à gâteaux               (x 1)
Cake platter
Kuchenplatte
Ø 30 cm            1848BPGB03
11 13/16’’ dia

4. Boar 3. Hare 4. Hen Pheasant

1. Pointed feather 2. Round feather
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• Georges Carillo’s wildlife photographs adorn a new dinner service in the Chambord collection.

• Dubbed « shadow catcher », Georges Carillo lives in the midst of his animal subjects. He is the first 
wildlife photographer to be invited to stay in the grounds of the Chambord Château as an artist in 
residence. He uses his fine-tuned technique, demanding both a keen eye and shrewd approach, to capture 
candid pictures of stag, hare, pheasant and the like. He portrays all the grace and poetry of the instant, a 
silhouette, a flap of wing … Working in black and white and exclusively on Sologne wildlife, Georges Carillo 
has achieved distinction in the realm of wildlife photography.

• The Chambord collection offers a table service spotlighting Sologne wildlife and nature. The combination 
of black and white brings personality and distinction to this new timeless range which goes well with all 
styles of surroundings. Wild animals captured in full movement seem to come alive on plates, mugs and 
dishes. Dinner plates, soup plates and dessert plates are enhanced with a rim hand-painted in black.

• To bring movement and life to these pieces, wild animals are pictured in portrait form or on the move in 
their natural habitat. A notable feature is the stag, king of the forest of Chambord since the dawn of time, 
a figure of power and tenacity.

• This dinner service, in black and white, has been selected as the official dinnerware for Chambord castle 
gala evenings and will bring a touch of style and refinement.
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Georges Carillo
Wildlife photographer

« Shadow catcher »

« I live among the animals I photograph.

Over the seasons, ensconced in the depths of their territory, I have forged a special connection with 
them. This comes across in the natural expression of my work which is influenced by a fondness of 
Asian pictural art. Fleeting movement and simplicity of shape convey emotion in its rawest form.

Black and white pictures with their bald photographic expression draw attention to the essence of the 
subject, focussing on connection with wildlife.

During the 2017/2018 season I was invited to stay within the Château grounds as a resident artist, 
making me the first wildlife photographer to lodge on the estate.  

These powerful connections with wildlife are something I am keen to share with others. I hold 
exhibitions, presenting large original prints in limited numbers of 5 or 10, on high quality textured 
paper. Each print is numbered and signed.     

I chanced upon the Faïencerie quite naturally, at an exhibition of my pictures at the Gien Museum. 
The Faïencerie’s genuine interest and support in the field of artistic creativity made our joint venture 
possible and all the more significant since the wildlife represented is found locally in the Centre region 
where Gien is situated. And so came about the relationship between my pictures, the Chambord 
Estate and the Faïencerie de Gien. »

Georges Carillo
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Merchandising Guidelines
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